Miami-Dade Library System chooses AquaBrowser Library: The Miami-Dade Public Library System is joining more than 700 libraries that have chosen AquaBrowser Library, a discovery layer offering visual, faceted searching that connects to any data source. AquaBrowser will help Miami-Dade Public Library System members easily and fully explore the library’s vast collection. According to Phyllis Sue Alpert, assistant director, “Miami-Dade is excited to be able to provide AquaBrowser, the very best discovery platform, to our library users. AquaBrowser was selected after a careful, thorough analysis of the industry. Our Selection Committee was ‘wowed’ by the easy-to-use visual method of searching.” AquaBrowser offers users a familiar web-like experience, with the precision needed for discovery, without any disruption to the library's backroom & staff activities. It provides proven technology that empowers users with an intuitive and attractive interface on top of an existing catalog. The library internally keeps working the way it always has, but customers get the kind of search and Web 2.0 experience they’ve come to expect on the internet. AquaBrowser Library is designed to harness the power of common search behaviors to deliver immediate results and relevant content from a variety of sources. Its unique “search, discover, refine” methodology provides visualization and faceting features that help users quickly and easily uncover relevant results and inspire them to explore more of a library's resources. AquaBrowser was developed by Medialab Solutions BV, a business unit of the bibliographic information provider R.R. Bowker, a subsidiary of Ann Arbor database publishers ProQuest Co. For more information, visit http://www.proquest.com/ or the ProQuest parent company website, http://www.cambridgeinformationgroup.com/.

Capricorn gets insurance deal: Capricorn Diversified Systems, Inc., a Farmington Hills based provider of a full scope of technology resources has engaged Fujitsu Corp. and ImageRight Software to execute a comprehensive backscanning project at one of the largest insurance companies headquartered in Michigan. The project has taken the Capricorn team to branch locations across the United States. The project will enable the insurer to be able to access its documents from any location making their process more efficient as well as keeping up with industry standards. In addition, the project will yield substantial cost savings and also enforce the corporation's green initiative. For more information on this project or any of Capricorn's capabilities, visit http://www.cdsonline.com/.

Michigan Professional Insurance Exchange Selects ImageSoft: Southfield-based ImageSoft Inc., a leading provider of innovative technology solutions to automate, streamline and improve workplace processes, announced today that it has been selected by the Michigan Professional Insurance Exchange, http://www.mpie.org/, to implement a solution for handling the organization’s document management needs and to create a custom workflow for improving its internal processes. Based in Grand Rapids, the Michigan Professional Insurance Exchange is a physician and hospital-owned medical professional liability company that, among other services, provides medical liability insurance to eligible physicians and hospitals. The organization sought to reduce its mounting volume of paper documents and to reinvent its processes to create better efficiencies in its claims and underwriting departments. After carefully considering solutions from other enterprise content management providers, MPIE chose ImageSoft to implement OnBase OnLine Express, a Web-hosted ECM solution by Hyland Software that combines integrated document management, business process management and records management in a single, web-enabled application. OnBase OnLine provides the strength of a central content repository with the flexibility of an on-demand, hosted web service, substantially reducing the investment required to create a sound technological infrastructure. More at http://www.imagesoftinc.com/.
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**0 - 57 lbs: Mom Loses the Game!**
Mom lost 57 lbs in less than 3 months. Learn how she...
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Discover how a local Mom makes up to $7,000/month working from home!

**EXPOSED! Acai Berry Diet**
We investigate Acai Berry. Is Acai a Miracle Diet or Internet Scam?
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I Cut Down 53 lbs of Pure Fat In 1 Month By Following this 2 Step Diet
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**Acai Berry EXPOSED - Detroit**
Want To Use Acai Berry? Do Not Use. Read This Warning Now.
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